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3Pause for thought

The Moody Blues sang that “a thousand pictures can be 
drawn from one word, only who is the artist we’ve got to 
agree”.   When you wish to paint a picture or tell a story, 
we need to decide whose narrative we will accept.  

Israel is currently losing the battle for the narrative of 
modern history outside – and sometimes inside - Jewish 
communities.  

Gone is the 
fact when Israel 
gained control of 
the Gaza Strip 
in 1967, it was 
from Egypt.  Under the 1979 peace treaty with Egypt Israel 
returned the Sinai Peninsula.  However, Egypt also chose 
not to have the Gaza Strip returned to it.  

Gone is the fact that at the same time Israel gained control 
of Judea and Sumeria (the West Bank) from Jordan.  When 
Israel made peace with Jordan in the early 1990s, Jordan 
left the West Bank under occupation.  

Also gone is the fact that today there are an equal number 
of Palestinian refugees in Syria as there are in Israel and 
the Territories.  Yet no one mentions them.

What becomes apparent, as rumours abound that today’s 
Palestinians may unilaterally declare statehood this 
autumn, is that at no time in recent history have today’s 
Palestinians been in control of their own country.  Before 

1948, Palestine was properly 
called British Palestine or 
Mandate Palestine (and we 
should continue to use the 
correct term) as it was under 
direct British control.

This is not to take anything away from the aspirations of 
today’s Palestinians who should be able to show that they 
are capable of building and sustaining their own country, 
However, there must be more to being a viable state that 
relying upon and using a false history.  It shows how one 
can find a scapegoat.  But it does not prove an ability to 
govern.

WHEN YOU WISH TO PAINT A PICTURE OR 
TELL A STORY, WE NEED TO DECIDE WHOSE 

NARRATIVE WE WILL ACCEPT
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Letters to the Editors
We accept letters by post or by email only. Please include 

name, address, work and home telephone numbers.

Heads over and under the parapet
In your July issue editorial you pose the question as to why 
are British Jews so timid - presumably as a community there 
are plenty of extrovert individuals.
Although there are a number of contributory factors, I believe 
there are two that stand out.
Firstly, when Jews were readmitted to Britain by Oliver 
Cromwell, one of the conditions of entry was ‘no 
proselytization’. This would tend towards creating an inward 
looking community.
Secondly, the problem British Jews faced during the later 
years of the British Mandate in Palestine (as the country was 
then known), the bitter struggle with the Stern Gang and the 
Irgun - raising one’s head above the parapet at that time was 
not a good idea.   
My generation, growing up in the 40’s and 50’s, took a rather 
low-key approach to life, and probably still do.
It will be interesting to see if the generations now coming into 
leadership roles follow the same pattern.
 
Ivor Richards

Vice-President

Sussex Jewish Representative Council

The Mikvah
It was interesting to read Mrs. Efune’s request for funding for 
a new mikvah.  Her article raises several issues.

1.  What are the costs of the construction of the new mikvah 
and the annual costs?

2.  Two advantages of the current mikvah are that (I believe) 
the council picked up some of the running costs and that 
the mikvah was available to all members of the community 
– irrespective of their affiliation.  A new mikvah, built 
outside council premises would presumably not benefit 
from either of these.

3.  Another possible explanation for Mrs. Efune’s wish to 
construct a new mikvah is, I  have been told, that whereas 
Orthodox Jews view a Lubavitch-designed and managed 
mikvah as Kosher, the  reverse is apparently not always 
true.   

4.  Cecily Woolf wrote the following in the 26 September 2008 
issue of The Jewish Chronicle:

“The mikvah in Brighton’s Prince Regent Swimming Pool 
complex is to reopen after a five-year hiatus. Sussex Jewish 
Representative Council delegates were told that funding was 
in place to carry out repairs.

“Originally opened in 1935, the mikvah is the responsibility 
of Brighton and Hove Kashrus Committee, whose eight 
members are from the city’s two Orthodox congregations.
“According to the kashrus committee, it should be ready 
for use in three months. Local Reform and Progressive 
rabbis have welcomed the mikvah’s availability to the entire 
community.”
Has something changed since then?

Arthur Oppenheimer

I have read Penina Efune’s opus in the recent edition of 
SJN, and note the demand for a new mikvah to be built in 
the grounds of BHHC. I am told that the cost of this venture 
would be about £150,000.

I do wonder whether it would perhaps be a greater mitzvah to 
help the poor and the hungry of both the Jewish population, 
here, and in Israel, (yes there is poverty even in Israel); and 
even give aid to the desperate in Eritrea, than provide a 
second mikvah to this town when the existing mikvah in the 
Prince Regent swimming complex has been neglected and 
allowed to fall into disrepair. After all, the existing mikvah had 
been in use for some eighteen years. Furthermore, I have 
been reliably informed that to get the existing mikvah up and 
running would cost perhaps a maximum of £30,000.

The existing mikvah was originally meant to be available to 
the totality of the Jewish population. I cannot see that the 
proposed new mikvah would not discriminate in some form 
against some members of our religion.

Yours sincerely,
Sam Barsam

The article by Penina Efune prompts me to make a few 
comments and to ask a few questions.

So far as I know the original mikvah was in Brill’s Baths at 
Pool Valley, although another was subsequently built but 
never used. Brill’s closed in 1929, but a new mikvah was 
opened in the current Prince Regent Swimming Complex in 
1981. The complex was on the site of North Street Swimming 
Pool, opened in 1895, and the inclusion in the Council’s plans 
of a communal mikvah was largely due to the efforts of Rabbi 
Erwin Rosenblum z’l, the revered founder Rav of the Reform 
Congregation.

It served the needs of the Community well, but, as Mrs. 
Efune admits, for 18 years she and Rabbi Efune have taken 
it upon themselves to control this communal facility. For the 
last six years it has not been acceptable. Why? How have 
the guardians of our mikvah allowed this to happen? How 
much would it cost to put right that which needs to be done 
to make it ‘kosher’ once more? We need to know, before the 
community is asked to spend yet again unnecessarily on a 
project which now seems to be a Lubavitch fiefdom, rather 
than a communal facility. I do not understand the relevance of 
the needs of Chassidic visitors. How much do they contribute 
to our community and to the local community in general? Did 
they use or contribute to our shuls and did they pay their fair 
share for the use of our mikvah? We should know. 

And where is this new mikvah to be built. At New Church 
Road?  Excavations have already taken place. Perhaps 
Mrs Efune wants to demolish or at least move our recently 
extended Succah? And are we strapped members of BHHC 
to pay yet more to support communal, or at least orthodox, 
facilities in this town (sorry, City). As Yitzchak Rabin wisely 
said “Enough is enough”! A communal mikvah paid for and 
owned by the community must be on an independent site, 
controlled by the community, and for the use of all Jews 
whatever their allegiance.

And one more thing - “Brighton desperately needs a mikvah”. 
All signs of such desperation have so far eluded me. When I 
see such signs I might be more enthused.

Godfrey Gould
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Your news & views

Births
  Mazel tov to Kirsten and Simon Hatchwell on the birth of 
another grandchild, Eliana Isobel, a baby daughter for Allan 
and Joanna.

Special birthdays
  Mazel tov to Jack Alexsander, Stan Baker, Judith Boxer, 
Julia Casson, Leah Elkin, Richard Harris, Katy Jackson, 
Derek Jay, Michael Line, Martha Lyons, Liz Posner, Leah 
Prevost, Marianne Roland, Hazel Rubin (from July), Joshua 
Style and Leoni Yaffe, on their special birthdays.

Engagements
  Mazel tov to Rabbi Hershel and Perla Rader on the 
engagement of their daughter Mushka to Sholom Gorelik of 
Melbourne, Australia.

Weddings
  Susan Rea on the wedding of her daughter Louise Rae to 
David Goodman.
  Laura Gordon and Alastair Taylor (pictured) on the occasion 
of their wedding.

Bar Mitzvah
  Mazel tov to Naomi Tadmor on the Bar Mitzvah of her son 
Daniel.

Anniversaries
Mazel tov to:
  Sandra and Ronnie Rutherford on their Golden Wedding 
anniversary.

  Laurel  and Julian Woolfe on their Golden Wedding 
anniversary.

Achievements
  Mazel tov to Lexi Pickett on being named Head Girl of 
Shoreham College.

New Home
  Mazel tov to the Brighton & Hove Albion as they move 
into their new home at the American Express Community 
Stadium.

Deaths
We wish Long Life to:
  The family of Sandra Foxwell z”l
  Jeffery Rose and family on the sad passing of  his wife 
Wendy z’l

Submissions to SJN
At the bottom of page 3 of every edition 
of SJN we publish a note about how 
material should be submitted to the 
editorial team at the magazine.
These guidelines are designed to help 
you, as the providers of editorial matter, 
and also to help the very small team 
who have to read, edit and define what 
should go into each issue.
Over the past 3 or 4 months, these 
guidelines have been totally ignored, 
even by regular contributors and it is 
making life extremely difficult for the 
editorial team.
So, to help everyone, here is a slightly 
expanded set of guidelines.

Paper/Page Size – A4
Font - please use Times New Roman, 
regular, no bold, no italics, no underlines 
Font Size - 12
Font Colour - Black
Language - please ensure that your 
Windows PC is set to use UK English 
or your Mac to British English and that 
your word processing software is set to 
default to English UK / British English.  
If you are not sure how to do this, 
please email us and we will try to help.
Email – Please send your articles, 
however small, as Word Attachments 
to your emails. It saves us a lot of work 
having to cut and paste and reset the 
text.
Document Headings - Please don’t 

create a title as a Header, just write it 
as the first line of the document. The 
second line should state who wrote the 
article.
Also, please leave the title and writer’s 
name as regular text, not bold text.
Abbreviations – Please, no 
ampersands (&) and no abbreviations 
other than standard titles, such as Mr. 
and Mrs. 
Photographs - We are happy to accept 
photos that illustrate your articles. 
Pictures should be of a good quality, 
well lit and sharp with a reasonably high 
resolution. We would like jpg files not 
RAW and a file size of approximately 
700 Kb to 2 Mb. Please don’t send files 
of 3 or more Mb.

Thank you
Gloria Taylor would like to thank all her wonderful friends and 

relatives for the invaluable help and support, cards and good 
wishes, following her recent accident. 

You are all truly amazing!
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Ralli Hall
by Roger Abrahams, Hon. Chairman

The 2011 annual general meeting has now taken place 
and, as prophesied, the numbers attending have shrunk 
still further - to only fourteen, with formal apologies from 
twelve more. The membership must therefore be extremely 
confident that there are no crises on the horizon and they 
must have full confidence in the board of management, 
which is, at least, most gratifying. We had no new 
prospective members clamouring to join the board, so the 
line up is as follows; me again as Hon. Chairman, Alan 
Burke as Hon. Vice-Chairman, Paul Waldman as Hon. 
Treasurer, Philip Simons as Hon. Secretary, and Marilyns 
Magrill and Fisher as committee members. Thank you all 
for agreeing to continue on the board, but we are always 
looking for “new blood” and would be prepared to co-opt 
the right people to join us in what we all believe is a most 
important function for the community.

As a pleasant surprise, we have been quite inundated with 
foreign students this summer so, many thanks to the staff 
for pulling out all of the stops to organise the classrooms, 
keeping the place clean and tidy and generally making 
sure that all is running as smoothly as possible. The 
outside toilet block, built about fifteen years ago for only 
the cost of one summer’s hire of Portaloos, has now once 
again been a godsend – forward planning is definitely the 
name of the game.

Earlier this week I met someone from a company which 
can provide the equipment to build our proposed 

vegetarian kitchen in place of the current rather minimal 
servery kitchenette. Hopefully the extra summer income 
will help to bring this project forward, perhaps even to 
before the end of this year – so watch this space.

I have just noticed that the external entrance porch area is 
now getting a little worse for wear – it is rather exposed, 
being so near the corner of the street – so my Forth 
Bridge comments of last month are not out of place. Yet 
another job to help keep the building looking fine and up 
to scratch. The new replacement windows are looking very 
smart – just two more to go to finish all of the two main 
rear elevations.

Now is the time to start thinking about how you in the 
community can use the ever improving facilities at Ralli 
Hall to their best advantage – do you want to start a new 
club or society, or to book a simcha (with or without an 
alcohol licence) in either the Great Hall or the Stephen 
Magrill Lounge – using either a supervised milk or meat 
kosher kitchen, or an unsupervised vegetarian/fish kitchen 
– you will soon be able to take your pick. You can even 
have a dance or a party in the gymnasium or a meeting 
in various rooms around the building. Our terms are 
most competitive and you will find us to be very flexible. 
The railway station car park just around the corner is 
available throughout the week and for just £1.00 all day on 
Sundays.–
It will soon be the autumn, with the High Holy Days 
looming, so… 

See you at Ralli Hall.

for ladies only along Hove Promenade

Saturday 10 September, 2011 - 11 Ellul 5771

Join us for a night to remember!  Spa for the Soul.  
Foundation for our future community.

For more details and registration/sponsorship 
form contact Penina 01273 321919 or 
mrsefune@hotmail.com
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Alfred Huberman:  date of birth 
not recorded to 28th May 2011
Obituary by Caroline Spencer

Born in Pulawy Poland, 
the only boy with five 
sisters, he had the 
most wonderful family 
life, shattered by the 
outbreak of the Second 
World War. At the age 
of 13 he was torn away 
from his family and 
thrust into the centre of 
the Nazi Holocaust.  

His war was spent in 
the horrific world of 
5 slave labour and 
concentration camps.  
The War started for him 
when on 1st September 
1939 his family home 
was destroyed by 
German bombs.  They 

were ordered into the Ghetto from where he was separated, 
first from his mother and sisters and then from his father.  His 
first Concentration Camp was Skarzysko-Kamienna, where 
he was put to work in the ammunition section.

The Polish staff worked four-hour shifts with meal breaks and 
because of the toxicity in the atmosphere were given milk 
to drink.  Alfred worked twelve-hour shifts, night or day on 
ersatz coffee, a so-called soup and one piece of bread.  The 
average life expectancy for prisoners was three months. 

Alfred survived for 18 months, in these conditions where 
the TNT powder ate into the skin and also internal organs, 
causing the workers to have yellow coloured skin.  He put 
his survival down to a woman who secretly would sometimes 
pass him the burnt scrapings from the bottom of the milk pan.  
From there he was selected to work in Czestochowianka 
where he unloaded railway wagons, containing iron ore or 

quicklime.  Conditions were horrific, the toilet was a pit at 
the end of the huge barrack with a tree trunk over it.  Alfred 
was then sent to the Camp at Buchenwald and then on to its 
subsidiary Rehmsdorf.  Since the barrack was not completed, 
they were forced to spend the night sleeping on the ground in 
a snow-covered field.  They were then loaded on to a cattle 
train and during the journey the American Air Force bombed 
the train and the surviving prisoners then began a death 
march, during which anyone who could not keep up was 
shot.  Alfred was among the few remaining prisoners who 
arrived in Theresienstatdt.

Malnourished and suffering from TB, he was liberated and 
given sanctuary by the British Government, who agreed for 
1000 Jewish orphans to come to England, Alfred was one of 
only 732 who could be found.  This group were and are still 
known as ‘The Boys’. 

He then began the search for his family, and discovered that 
they had all been murdered.   This was his perception until he 
was reunited with his eldest sister Idesa, who had survived 
Auschwitz.  He described this as his personal miracle. Her 
legacy provided him with two wonderful nieces and their 
families of whom he was so very proud.  He married Shirley 
who he adored. He worked tirelessly and built his very 
successful tailoring business.  Having arrived as an orphaned 
refugee he built a wonderful family, with 3 children who he 
encouraged to achieve so much, along with 6 grandchildren 
and a warm extended family. 

A loving, caring, thoughtful and above all extremely sensible 
man, with a marvellous sense of humour and an intelligence 
way beyond his meagre schooling. He cycled, played, chess, 
tennis and football and won medals for table tennis in the 
County League. He had an exceptional talent for languages 
and the written word.

Despite his early life experiences, he was never bitter, made 
many friends, only seeing the best in people. He overcame 
many serious illnesses, and maintained his zest for a life.  
Loved and admired by everyone who met him, Alfred made 
an immediate and lasting impression and will be missed by 
many.

by Claudette Woolfson

For most of June members of the society have helped to run 
the travelling Anne Frank exhibition, which has been based in 
Hastings. It was housed in the modernistic atrium-style hall of 
the new South Coast University campus. 

Designed primarily for the younger person, it was informative 
for all ages. The enlarged photos, with written accounts 
posted next to them, never failed to impress.

The subject matter may form part of the school curriculum 
but its message was universal for all to take on board. One 
exhibit stood out in my mind – a screen with changing 
portraits.

The caption underneath asked which of these people are 
Jewish. The answer was all of them.  How many people in the 
wider world would have had their assumptions tested by that 
question? 

Hastings and District Jewish Society
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Board of Deputies of British Jews:
Update 
Guildhall, in the historic City of London, was the perfect 
setting on 5 July 2011, as the Board marked the conclusion of 
its 250th Anniversary Celebrations with a Summer Banquet, 
with guests of honour HRH the Prince of Wales and HRH the 
Duchess of Cornwall.  
 
During his address, HRH Prince Charles remarked on the 
“deep and vibrant contribution from British Jews to every 
sphere of British life: in the arts, sciences and medicine, in 
trade and commerce.” The Prince also expressed regret that 
the contribution of British Jews is not sufficiently known or 
celebrated by the public at large.

Methodist-Jewish Relations Striding 
Forward 
The Board co-organised a sell-out fringe event with the 
Methodist Church and the Council of Christians and Jews, 
and Board’s Senior Vice President met the new President 
of the Methodist Conference in the first week of his taking 
office. After serious Methodist-Jewish tensions following the 
Methodist Conference in 2010, this represented real progress 
towards better understanding.  
 
The Board has also been active in seeking to build better 
relations with the Quakers in Britain, following concerns about 
extremist groups using their buildings and the imbalance in 
their positions on Israel and the Palestinian territories.  

University College Union (UCU) 
Following the Jewish community’s and the Board’s swift 
and resolute condemnation of UCU and the accusation 
of institutional anti-Semitism, the Secretary of State for 
Communities and Local Government, Eric Pickles MP, issued 
a strong rebuke to the Union in an article in the Jewish 
Chronicle.
 
The Board, together with the Jewish Leadership Council 
and the Community Security Trust, applaud the strong 
response from the Secretary of State and we welcome the 
Government’s support for our call to the Equality and Human 
Rights Commission to investigate institutional anti Semitism 
inside UCU.

Shechita and the Dutch Bill 
The Dutch Parliament recently voted to make it compulsory for 
animals to be stunned before slaughter. Holland now joins 
Sweden, Norway, Luxembourg and Switzerland in banning 
the slaughter of animals according to the method of Shechita. 

This new piece of Dutch legislation has been passed based 
on flawed and unsubstantiated science.  Shechita UK, of 
which the Board is a constituent member, will continue to 
offer support to the Jewish community of the Netherlands 
and will continue to work with other European Jewish lobby 
organisations in an attempt to overturn this damaging piece 
of legislation.

Whoops!! 
by Janice Greenwood 
 

Sorry, sorry, sorry. It seems that in the 
last issue of the Sussex Jewish News 
I was a mine of misinformation, with 
wrong dates and wrong telephone 
numbers.  I do apologise and can 
only put it down to a series of Senior 
Moments. 

The Helping Hands Bus, which is in 
regular service these days, taking 

shoppers shopping and “ladies who lunch” lunching can be 
booked by calling the Bus Line on 01273 701467. 

I understand that a group of people are going to Chichester to 
see “Singin’ in the Rain”. They have been warned not to get 
front row seats or they will get soaked. Perhaps they give out 
plastic macs. Sounds like a cross between a visit to Niagara 
Falls and the Globe Theatre and yes, I’m only a very slight 
shade of green! Apparently it is a terrific show.  

The Kiddush given at New Church Road to acknowledge the 
work done by Helping Hands was excellent and very well 
attended. By the time this issue goes to print, Holland Road 
will also have welcomed us to a Kiddush.

I know that self-praise is no recommendation but as the 
following doesn’t concern me personally I will carry on… I am 
usually to be found at the Helping Hands tea, and know very 
little about the main workings of our organisation. Recently 
Liz Posner, the “voice” on the telephone helpline, was on 
holiday and I offered to hold the fort for a few days. I was 
amazed at the number of calls I took and so impressed by 
how quickly things were arranged for “clients”.

We have a network of volunteers who are pleased to give up 
their time to help get people to hospital appointments etc. If 
you would like to be part of this wonderful team please give 
us a ring on 01273 747722. We are always pleased to hear 
from would-be drivers,  shoppers or perhaps you could spend 
a few minutes visiting one of our house-bound clients. It’s a 
wonderful thing that Liz, Sarah and Liz have set up and all 
credit to them.

At the time of writing, our next tea is scheduled for Sunday 
21 August at the AJEX Centre. 2.30 to 4.30 p.m. Donation £3 
including raffle. Regular attenders will be contacted by phone. 
If you have not been before please join us. Just phone 01273 
747722 and we will put you on the list.
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by Jackie Tichauer
June was a busy month for the Lunch 
and Social Club.  On Wednesday 22nd 
June there was a fund-raising coffee 
morning at Wendy Bloom’s house, 
with Myra Bianco selling her beautiful 
costume jewellery; we also sold home-
made cakes and raffle tickets. The 
coffee morning was well attended and 
enjoyed by everyone who came.  Many 
thanks to Wendy for opening up her 
lovely house on a rainy morning for 
this occasion – we hope your carpets 
have recovered!  Also thanks to Myra 
for her generous donation.  A big 
thank you also goes to Laura Sharpe 
for organising this event and to the 
wonderful volunteers for their hard work 
and delicious baking.  

We also enjoy entertaining visitors 
from other areas. On Thursday 23rd 
June 30 members of the Association of 

Jewish Refugees from London joined 
us for our lunch, which included salt 
beef and latkes!  It was lovely to have 
such a large crowd attending the club, 
which created a vibrant atmosphere, 
and everyone felt very welcomed by our 
volunteers and members.  After a brief 
trip to look at the sea, they returned and 
joined us for a sing-along and afternoon 
tea and cake. This was an amazing day 
and it was really sad to see such a large 
crowd get back on their buses back 
to London. I would like to thank the 
volunteers very much for their very hard 
work which helped to make this day run 
so smoothly and successfully. 

In June we screened the film ‘Mama 
Mia” which was enjoyed by our 
members, and in the near future we 
intend to show “The Jazz Singer’ and 
‘Funny Girl”.  Owing to popular request 
we have now started Bridge classes 

for beginners which are on Thursday 
mornings at 11am.  Also don’t forget, 
if you are interested in your family 
history we will be starting our genealogy 
classes in October.

The Club is actively looking for more 
members.  If you have an elderly parent 
or know of someone who you think 
might enjoy a stimulating and nourishing 
environment (both physically and 
emotionally!) please give me a ring on 
01273 739999, 01273 502929 or 07738 
760250.  Everyone can be sure of a 
warm welcome and helpers or family 
members are also welcome to join us 
and stay as long as they wish.  

Please have a look at our web site: 
http://www.webjam.com/lunch_social, 
where you can find further details of our 
programme. 

Ralli Hall Lunch and Social Club

The Ralli Hall Lunch & 

Social Club programme

10.30-11.00 am   Arrival time with coffee/tea and biscuits.  
Everybody is met at the door and helped 
with their coats.  Newspapers are available 
or just sit and chat.

11.15-12.15 pm   Tuesdays there is a choice of T’ai Chi (a 
mild exercise class) or a quiz. On Thursdays 
you can do Yoga or Crosswords, or there is 
now Bridge for Beginners. 

12.30-1.30 pm   Three course home-cooked kosher meal (eg 
vegetable soup, roast chicken and a choice of 
pudding)

1.30-2.15 pm  Discussion Group

1.30-4.00 pm   Card players go to the Pink room and play 
Bridge or Kalooki.

2.15-3.15 pm   Entertainments (varies from singers, piano or 
guitarists etc and members are encouraged to 
join in)

3.15-3.30 pm  Tea/Coffee Biscuits 

3.30-4.00 pm  Bingo

4.00-4.30 pm  Bus arrives to take members home.
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One woman’s cancer story
by Pat Wakely  

Approximately two years ago, my niece had to go to a 
Family Genetics department at her local hospital for a 
blood test.  She was told that she may have inherited a 
faulty gene from her father, my brother, due to the fact 
that our family are Ashkenazi Jews.  The gene is called 
BRCA2.  My brother had a blood test and the result 
proved positive, consequently the rest of the family 
needed to think about whether we should be tested 
or not.  If anyone has this gene it means they have a 
higher risk of getting breast and or ovarian cancer if 
they are female and prostate cancer if they are male.  
My mother died of ovarian cancer and I have had 
breast cancer, so after some consideration I decided to 
be tested.
 
Having discussed this with my GP I was referred to the 
Department of Clinical Genetics at Guy’s & St. Thomas 
where I was given a blood test and counselling.  The 
result proved to be positive so I was enrolled into their 
research programme for which there is funding.  The 
monitoring from this hospital is excellent.  I have 

subsequently been back for three appointments to 
discuss the way forward for myself.  I have been seen 
by a gynaecologist, a clinical psychologist and two 
genetics specialists.  The recommendation is that I 
have my fallopian tubes and ovaries removed as the 
cancer I have already had could return to a “Primary” 
site.  I have decided to go ahead with this and am 
waiting to hear from them regarding a date.
 
This all sounds very clinical and straightforward but 
emotionally, it is a roller coaster not only for myself but 
for my daughters - have they inherited the gene and 
should they be tested?  However, I know that ovarian 
cancer is very difficult to detect until it is too late, so 
in some ways there seems to be little choice in the 
matter.  I recognise that this could be a challenging 
article to read, especially if you are Ashkenazi.  I would 
recommend anyone to look up the information about 
this gene on the internet and due to how it affects you 
and your children, to discuss the seriousness of it with 
their GP.
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Breast Cancer in 
families
by Gary Rubin and Susan Heard  

For Jewish women who are worried 
that they may have an increased 
risk of breast cancer or have 
inherited an abnormal breast cancer 
gene, we offer the following advice.

Should I go to my GP?  

You should go to your GP for a 
referral to your local Breast Unit if 
you have any concerns about your 
family history. However it is worth 
pointing out that in the general 
population breast cancer is the 
most common type of cancer in 
women in the UK. So even if you do 
have a relative with the disease it 
doesn’t necessarily mean that you 
are more likely to get breast cancer 
yourself. Most breast cancers 
are not due to inherited (genetic) 
factors, so if your relative’s breast 
cancer is in the non-inherited group 
then this does not increase your 
risk.

The problem is that it is difficult 
to be sure whether a cancer in a 
relative is due to inherited factors. 
We advise Jewish women to see 
their GP. There are a small number 
of families who will be at a high 
risk because they carry certain 
faulty genes which are found in 
some Jewish people more than the 
general population, although still in 
very small numbers.

The common breast cancer genes 
are called BRCA 1 and BRCA 2 
and if you are found to have a fault 
(mutation) in either of these you will 
have a higher risk of developing 
breast and sometimes ovarian 
cancer. This is more likely if you 
have a close blood relative with 
breast cancer on either your mother 
or father’s side, particularly if they 
developed breast cancer at an 
early age. If there is more than one 
relative who has been affected or 
if there is also a history of ovarian 
cancer, then the risk is greater.  

Should I ask my GP to refer me 

directly to a Regional Genetics 

Unit? 
 
Not directly. There are specialist 
Family History Breast Clinics in all 
the NHS hospitals in Sussex and 
your GP should refer to the one 
most local to you.  A consultation at 
the Family History Clinic will provide 
you with professional advice 
tailored to you and your family. You 
will be seen by a Specialist Nurse 
Practitioner with genetics training, 
who will assess whether or not 
your risk of breast cancer is higher 
because of your family history and 
whether further action is needed. 

You may be offered extra 
mammographic screening over 
and above that provided by the 
NHSBSP (National Health Service 
Breast Screening Programme) 
which screens all women in the U.K. 
regardless of their family history, 
every 3 years from the age of 50.

You may also be offered the 
opportunity to be seen in a Regional 
Genetic Unit in London, where 
a more in depth analysis of your 
individual case may be carried out. 
This may result in genetic testing 
and/or participation in research 
studies involving both the Jewish 
and non-Jewish population. These 
studies may be linked to other 
major London hospitals such as 
The Royal Marsden and University 
College London. 

If there is a faulty gene in the family 
this can be inherited from either 
parent. Men with an abnormal gene 
rarely develop breast cancer but are 
able to pass it on to their children. 
It is therefore important to consider 
both paternal and maternal family 
history equally. (If there is a man in 
the family with breast cancer, he 
is more likely to have a faulty gene 
than a woman with breast cancer.)

You will be offered a high level of 
support both from the local Breast 
Clinics and the Regional Genetic 
Units, the professional teams from 
both work closely with each other 
and will provide help and advice 

whenever you or your family require 
it. They have a wealth of up to date 
experience and knowledge and are 
very sensitive to both the long and 
short term needs of their patients.

What about children and 

teenagers?  

It is natural to worry about your 
own children developing breast 
cancer if you have been told you 
are at an increased risk or that 
you have inherited a faulty gene. 
Be reassured that breast cancer 
almost never occurs in children or 
teenagers. You will be given ample 
advice and support at all stages 
regarding your children’s needs, 
both from local and regional Breast 
Clinics.

What else can I do?

All women should be ‘Breast aware’ 
and go to their GP if they notice 
any changes or anything unusual 
in either breast or armpit. They will 
then be referred to a local a Breast 
Unit within two weeks.  We advise 
all women to attend their NHSBSP 
mammogram appointments when 
invited.

Dr. Gary Rubin is a consultant 
radiologist X-ray department Royal 
Sussex County Hospital.  Susan 
Heard is a nurse practitioner, Park 
Centre for Breast Care, Brighton.

Further resources are available 
at:

ucl.ac.uk/academic_research/
gynaecologicalcancer/gcrc/
gcapps/lay/

cancer/cancer-questions/is-there-
a-link-between-breast-cancer-
and-jewish-origin and has links to 
the National Institute of Clinical 
Excellence

allows you to calculate your level 
of risk



Hugo and Flora 
Phillips
by Miriam Book 

On a sunny March weekend this year 
my mother, Ilse Newton, nee Philips, 
stood on a Berlin pavement outside 
her childhood home in 
12 Gieselerstrasse. It 
was the first time she 
had stood there for 
nearly 72 years when 
she left her home and 
parents to take the 
Kindertransport to 
England and safety. 
Since that time she had 
adamantly refused to 
return.

What changed her 
mind? By a circuitous 
route the present day 
inhabitants of the flats 
where she had lived 
managed to contact the 
family to tell us that they 
had laid Stolpersteine 
outside the building to commemorate 
her parents and other inhabitants of 
the building who had been victims of 
the Nazis. 

It was the personal nature of this 
memorial that caught my mother’s 

attention, I think she felt that this 
was, finally, after so many years, an 
opportunity to say goodbye to her 
parents. She did not go alone; four 
generations of the descendants of 
Hugo and Flora Philips travelled 
together to Berlin to the dedication 
ceremony of the stones. We went to 
support her, to pay our own tributes 

and to bear witness that “Am Yisroel 
Chai” – the people of Israel live.
It was a memorable weekend. We 
received wonderful hospitality from the 
current inhabitants of the building, who 
had carried through the project and 
managed to track us down. On the first 

evening my mother looked at the long 
table set for dinner for 24 people and 
said “This is how it was for Seder.” 
The next day was the actual dedication 
ceremony. Those involved in the 
undertaking spoke of the need to 
commemorate the past as a warning 
to the future and of their wish for 
reconciliation.

A piano and flute concerto 
was played and through tears, 
the inhabitants read out the 
plaques outside their homes 
and placed white roses beside 
the stones. I spoke on behalf of 
the family explaining that Hugo 
& Flora Philips were ordinary 
German citizens who happened 
to be Jewish. Both their families 
had lived in the Rhineland for 
hundreds of years.

My grandfather served his 
country in the trenches of the 
First World War, they belonged 
to a B’nei B’rith lodge and 
attended the Prinzregentstrasse 
synagogue which no longer 
exists. Then we said Kaddish 

and put stones on the plaques. The 
long ensuing silence was broken by 
the babbling of 10 month old Maya, 
the great-great granddaughter of Hugo 
and Flora, the voice of the future for 
their family.

12Stolpersteine

Stolpersteine – stumbling stones 
- are the brainchild of a Cologne 
artist Gunter Demnig and are 
individual memorials to victims of 
the Holocaust. Small brass plaques 
laid in the pavement outside 
houses read “Here lived…”, 
followed by a name and date 
of birth. Then: “deported on…” 
followed by “murdered… [name of 
concentration camp]”. 

They are designed to be stumbled 
upon and remind the passer by 
of the terrible past and that the 
victims lived and walked where 
the reader is now. Over 27,000 
have been laid so far, usually at the 
request of current inhabitants of 
the houses.

What are Stolpersteine?
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Stolpersteine

Jenny Dreifuss
by Doris Levinson  

It was by sheer coincidence that 
my cousin’s son Marc, who lives in 
Strasbourg, 
was surfing the 
internet and 
noticed that 
the name of 
my aunt Jenny 
Dreifuss came 
up as having a 
Stolpersteine 
set in her 
memory in 
the city of 
Mannheim.  
Our family had 
never been 
contacted and 
were not aware that Jenny had been 
commemorated in this way. 

I had planned to visit my cousin 
Laure early in May. She lives in 
Wissembourg, a beautiful little Alsace 
town east of Strasbourg and on 
the French/German border. I was 
determined to find out more and 
to visit the memorial site with her. I 
read on the Mannheim website that 
a Stolpersteine had indeed been laid 

in memory of my aunt Jenny in 2008 
in front of the main entrance of the 
Elisabeth-Gymnasium (previously 
known as the Elisabeth-Schule) 
where she had been a professor of 
languages from 1933 onwards.  I 
contacted the headmistress of the 
school who was overjoyed to hear 
from us and could not wait to see 
us. The teachers were so happy to 
learn that members of Jenny’s family 
still existed, despite all the research 
that they had done to try and trace 
them in 2007. It had proved to be an 
impossible task in view of the fact 
that Jenny never married, her sister 

and family had moved across the 
border to France and her brother (my 
father) had emigrated to England.  
Since then, of course, with our being 
the next generation, our names 

had changed through 
marriage.

It was Klaus Riebel and 
his wife, both of them 
teachers at the school 
and members of the 
Mannheim Friends of 
Israel, who had inspired 
some of the pupils to 
research and prepare 
a ‘Book of Life’ for my 
late aunt. Its public 
presentation took 
place on 27 January 
2008 at the city of 
Mannheim’s Holocaust 

Memorial Day event.  He and the 
headmistress of the school organised 
the Stolpersteine to be laid outside 
the main entrance to the school by 
the artist Gunther Demnig, and here 
a dedication to honour her memory 
took place.

Of course when they heard that we 
were coming, Klaus immediately 
invited us for lunch, but we declined, 
thanking him for his generosity, as 
we felt that we could not insist on the 
school providing a kosher meal for 
us.  But we did agree to a nice cup of 
coffee in the canteen.

Laure and I were absolutely 
overwhelmed by the welcome that 
we received and to hear how much 
our aunt had been venerated and 
loved by her pupils. We were shown 
the Book of Life and introduced to 
the teachers and the students who 
had done the research. Amazingly, 
they had received a letter from 
one of Jenny’s pupils who was 
still alive saying in glowing terms 
what an exceptionally talented and 
inspirational teacher Jenny had been. 
We were shown round the school and 
then taken to the Glas Kubus (a huge 
glass cube) situated in the centre of 
Mannheim, on which are inscribed 
2000 names of the Jews from that 
city who had died at the hands of the 
Nazis, my aunt’s among them. We 
also went to the Jewish cemetery 
to say Kaddish at the gravestone 
where Jenny is buried.  It was a very 

emotional and traumatic time for us 
both.
In fact, Jenny Dreifuss, my late aunt, 
was one of the eight Mannheim 
Jewish citizens who felt it was more 
honourable to take the ultimate step 
themselves on 22 October 1940, 
than the degradation of being taken 
by the Nazis on the following day 
for deportation to the concentration 
camps. 

 In 1933 she had come under 
Hitler’s dictat that, as a Jew, she 
was not a suitable person to teach 
German children and was therefore 
dismissed.  However, as there were 
still some Jewish children at the 
school, she was reinstated in 1936, 
but with heavy restrictions and severe 
discrimination, her life as an upright 
and honest German Jewish citizen 
had become for her quite unbearable. 
There were just thirteen pupils left 
in her class in the Elisabeth-Schule 
and the title of her last lesson was on 
the subject of ‘Shame’. It is recorded 
that, after a lively and interesting 
discussion, she ended the lesson with 
these last words, “But one day all 13 
of you will feel ashamed, because all 
of you are decent people.”
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Sir Sydney Samuelson:  a 
fitting tribute 

The British Cinema and 
Television Veterans (BCTV), 
established in 1921 in 
recognition of cinema’s 
founding father William 
Friese-Green, is hosting a 
special event for the UK film 
industry on Thursday 22 
September 2011 to salute 
the work and commitment to 
the British film industry of Sir 
Sydney Samuelson CBE.

 “In January1997,” recalls 
Judy Ironside, founder 

of the UK Jewish Film Festival, “I approached Sir Sydney 
Samuelson CBE with trepidation, since I knew that he was 
one of the legends of the UK film industry and I was just 
starting out and knew very little about film.  Sir Sydney was 
totally charming and immediately agreed to become the first 

President of what was then to be called the Brighton Jewish 
Film Festival. He was keen to get involved since he had been 
brought up in Lancing, and his early passion for film had been 
born and nurtured in this region.”

During those early Brighton years Sir Sydney was a real ‘star’! 
Not only did he bring such celebrities as, Jack Rosenthal, 
Miriam Margolyes, Zoe Wanamaker and Stephen Fry to our 
city for his special film festival interviews - but he went that 
bit further and personally travelled on the train to Brighton 
bringing with him a full set of lights to be used for his Duke 
of York’s interviews!  That was above and beyond the call 
of duty but he was, and still is, a perfectionist where film is 
concerned.

Over the years as the Festival has changed and developed, 
Sydney has become a friend as well as a loyal supporter of 
what is now the UK Jewish Film Festival.  We meet regularly 
for lunch and he is always full of good advice and anecdotes 
about the world of film.  We rarely hold an event without 
Sydney gracing us with his presence and he is now our 
Honorary Lifetime Patron and this remains a huge honour. He 
deserves all the tributes and all the admiration and affection 
and we wish him well, always.

JACS
by Nina Taylor , Hon. Chairman

In spite of adverse weather in June, our friends in JACS 
supported a Hat Debate and a Musical Afternoon presented 
by Barbara Blume, which as usual included her favourites 
from the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. 

Ian Gledhill gave us a wonderful history of the Crystal Palace, 
built in Hyde Park in 1851, to show the wonders of  “the 
Empire”. The site was near a complex of museums. The 
Palace was closed after six months and moved, all 900,000ft 
of glass and iron structure, to Sydenham. Although millions 
of people went to visit the Palace, it went bankrupt due to the 
enormous costs of the upkeep. The then Mayor of London 
took it over and it became the Imperial War Museum in 1924 
but burnt down in 1936. 

We were privileged to be visited by Sally Becker “the Angel 
of Mostar”. Sally told us that when working as a volunteer in 

Israel she heard of a Jewish boy in Bosnia who was trying 
to get help for his wounded grandfather. This was when the 
Serbs and Croats were at war. Sally tried to get to Bosnia but 
had trouble getting a visa, however Rabbi Collick was able to 
arrange a visa and she went to the Jewish quarter in Mostar.  
She also saw many Muslim children who had been wounded 
and traumatised by the war. After many adventures, being 
fired on by snipers and having difficulty with the language, 
Sally was able to evacuate some of the children with their 
mothers. She then came back to England to raise money for 
ambulances and medical supplies, and for volunteers to help 
her. The Evening Argus and The Daily Mirror raised funds 
which enabled her to go back to Bosnia to continue her work 
there. 

We have another varied programme for this coming month. 
Come and visit us and for a modest fee, join us. You can be 
sure of a warm welcome. We meet at the AJEX Centre every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2.00 pm. 

Culture

235-237 Hangleton Rd .. Hove .. BN3 7LR
(Next to TEXACO petrol station)
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Leon discovers his real father 
As a change, after several Israeli films, the next screening by 
the Sussex Jewish Film Club will be the English comedy film: 
Leon The Pig Farmer (99 mins), on Sunday 18th September, 
7.00 for 7.30 pm as usual, at Ralli Hall. It stars Mark Frankel, 
Janet Suzman and Brian Glover.

Leon is a Jewish estate agent who, during a routine check-
up at an infertility clinic, discovers that due to a mix-up his 
biological father is not quite as Jewish as he’d thought and 
is in fact a Yorkshire pig farmer! Despite their differences 
Leon is welcomed into the family but loyalties are torn when 
he accidentally breeds the first kosher pig.... Come and find 
out what happens (or enjoy again if you’ve seen this hilarious 
comedy before).

Non-members are always 
welcome at the Club on the 
basis of a donation (free to Ralli 
Hall members and to full-time 
students).

Our remaining dates for 2011 
are as follows:

13 November – Waltz with Bashir (Israel, 90 mins) –  
NOTE CHANGE OF DATE (no film in October now)

18 December – The Jazz Singer (USA, 110 mins)

We never close!
Most regular groups stop for a summer break during 
August – except one, the HOVE ISRAELI DANCE 
GROUP! We meet every Tuesday at Ralli Hall, 7.45 – 
9.45 pm, all the year round except when the building 
is closed for holidays. Dancing is a wonderful way of 
keeping fit and having fun, so why not come along 
and give us a try over the coming weeks? You pay 
by the session: £3 for Ralli Hall members, £4 for 
others.

We’re a mixed bunch of Jewish and non-Jewish 
people, of varying ages and both sexes, at all 
dancing stages from beginners to very experienced. 
The group has been going for 15 years but of course 
there’s been some change of membership over that 
time. 

We dance a variety of Israeli dances to a huge range 
of wonderful Israeli music, both old and new. We 
have dances for all tastes, all moods, and all levels of 
ability. Every dance has its own steps so there’s quite a lot 
to learn, especially for beginners. But nobody wants to be 
learning all evening, so sometimes we just get up and dance 
and those who don’t yet know the dances can just muddle 
along or relax for a while and watch.  

We also socialise - there’s always time for a joke between 
dances and a chat during the break.

We don’t aim to be a ‘performance’ group, although we’re 
always happy to organise join-in sessions at other people’s 
events. For example, we regularly organise a join-in session 
at the summer garden party of the local Council of Christians 
& Jews (see photo).

You don’t need to have previous dancing experience, 
although it does help to know your left foot from your right! 
When we have absolute beginners we do mostly easy dances 
and we repeat them over the following weeks so that new 
dancers get the chance to memorise them. Of course any 
dance experience is always an advantage and if you’ve ever 
done circle, folk, or line dancing even better, as you’d  

find some familiar steps like ‘grapevines’ (but we call them 
‘mayim’ after the Israeli dance of that name).  

And we don’t expect perfection - although of course we 
do try to get things right if we can. We’re amateurs and we 
dance just because we love it. Most of the dances don’t need 
partners - everybody just joins in. The few couple dances we 
do don’t involve intimate clutches so we just pair up as we 
please.

We know not everyone can make it every week, but obviously 
the more often people come, the quicker they learn and are 
then able to move on to more dances. There are thousands 
of Israeli dances - we’re really pushed on Tuesday evenings 
deciding which ones not to do!

If you’re new, it’s best to tell us in advance that you’re 
coming. Here are three contact names and numbers: Ella 
(07766 877613), Jacky (01273 688538) and Nicola (01273 
10682) – we’ll all be happy to help and to welcome you. 
Maybe see you at an Israeli dancing session sometime soon?

Israeli dancing join-in session at Council of Christians & Jews garden party, 

Rottingdean, 10 July 2011 (photos by Howard Fitzgerald)
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Sussex Cheder ends academic year on 
high note
Sussex Cheder concluded another successful year on 
Sunday 17 July, with its Annual Prize Giving to all children as 
well as a play and songs by the children.  The academic year 
formally ended with our Annual Barbeque. Thanks are due 
to the teaching staff of Mrs Perla Rader, Mushka and Tzippi 
Rader, Shaina Efune and Gabi Markham. 

New pupils, reception age and upwards are welcome. Please 
contact Rabbi Rader on 0777 565 3897 or rabbibhhc@gmail.
com 

Sussex Cheder offers a varied curriculum of both academic 
and practical content. Attendance is free to members of the 
Brighton & Hove Hebrew Congregation. The new Cheder year 
begins on Sunday 18 September.

BHHC
Rabbi Hershel Rader
Brighton & Hove Hebrew Congregation
31 New Church Road, Hove BN3 3AD
Tel: 01273 888855    Email: office@bhhc-shul.org   www.webjam.com/bhhc10

Services and Special Events – August 2011
Weekdays
Shacharit services are held in the Bais Hamidrash in conjunction with Hove Hebrew Congregation (Holland Road) on Mondays and Thursdays at 7.30 am 
and on Sundays at 8.30 am. As Monday 1 August is Rosh Chodesh, Shacharit will begin at 7.15am. 
Shabbat
During the summer Friday night services, followed by a Kiddush, take place at 7.30pm. Candle lighting is at 7.50pm. Shabbat morning services, also 
followed by Kiddush, are at 9.15am.

Shabbat afternoons begin with the Rabbi’s Shiur which is then followed by Mincha, Seudah and Maariv at the following times:
• Parshat Devarim – 6 August beginning at 7.40 pm with Maariv at 8.10 pm
• Parshat Va’etchanan –13 August beginning at 7.30 pm with Maariv at 8.00 pm
• Parshat Eikev  – 20 August beginning at 7.15 pm with Maariv at 7.45 pm
• Parshat Re’eh – 27 August beginning at 7.00 pm with Maariv at 7.30 pm

Tisha B’Av
Tisha B’Av is a day of mourning and repentance on which we recall the destruction of the First and Second Temples, and other tragic events in Jewish 
History that took place on this day. By carefully observing the laws and customs instituted by our Sages, we are able to feel the full impact of what we have 
lost. We also come to contemplate our individual and national shortcomings, which have prolonged our exile, and renew our personal and collective effort 
to merit the building of the Third Temple. 

The Fast of Tisha B’Av takes place on Monday 8 August & Tuesday 9 August beginning at 8.35 pm on Monday and ending at 9.14 pm on Tuesday. There 
will be a service on Monday evening beginning with Mincha at 8.15pm followed by Maariv and Eichah, the Book of Lamentations. Shacharit on Tuesday 
morning will commence at 6.30am and Mincha on Tuesday afternoon will be at 7.30pm.

In the merit of mourning properly over Jerusalem, may we be rewarded to rejoice in its rebuilding!
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The Jews of England (1656 – 66)
by Rabbi Vivian Silverman

The Jewish community of pre-expulsion England, which had 
arrived with William of Normandy in 1066, was expelled by an edict 
of Edward I, signed on 18 July 1290. The date corresponded with 
the saddest day in the Jewish calendar – 9 Av (Tisha B’Av). It would 
be another 366 years before Jews were unofficially welcome in the 
country again.

Rabbi Menashe Ben Israel petitioned Oliver Cromwell to let the 
Jews return, and the following year (1656) the first families of 
Sefardi merchants from Amsterdam, who already traded with 
London, began to settle permanently in the capital.

Cromwell died in 1658, and two years later Charles I’s son returned 
as King Charles II. Immediately warrants were issued for those 
regicides still alive who had signed the death warrant for Charles I 
in 1649.

Then questions began to be asked about the Jews who had 
recently taken up residence in London. Had they not been allowed 
back by that arch regicide Oliver Cromwell? The new king was 
petitioned to remove them from the realm (30 November 1660).

When the tiny Jewish community realized this they began to feel 
very agitated, especially when London merchants demanded 
that heavy taxes be imposed on them, and that those who did 
not possess a licence to live in England be expelled. Fortunately, 
parliament was satisfied to let the whole matter rest without further 
enquiry.

Jacob Sasportas, rabbi to the community, who returned to 
Amsterdam during the great plague of 1665, wrote to Joshua Pardo 
(translated into English):  “We live at a time when God has seen fit 
to ameliorate the condition of His people – in that we are free to 
practise our own true religion – a written statement was issued from 
him (Charles II) duly signed affirming that no untoward measure had 
been or would be initiated against us and that we should not look 
towards any protector other than his majesty.”

This all confirms the fair-mindedness of King Charles, “the merry 
monarch” and his advisors towards the newly established Sefardi 
community.  In 2022 the Jewish people will have been domiciled in 
England for 366 years.

HHC
Rabbi Vivian Silverman
Hove Hebrew Congregation
79 Holland Road, Hove BN3 1JN
Tel: 01273 732035  Email: hollandroadshul@btinternet.com

Diary for August
Monday 1  Rosh Chodesh Av
  
Tuesday 9   Tisha B’Av 

fast begins at 8.37 pm on Monday night 
fast ends at 9.24 pm on Tuesday night   

Monday 15  Tu B’Av (Jewish Valentines’s Day)
Wednesday 31   Rosh Chodesh Elul – Shofar Blown 

Diary for September
Tuesday 6   Ladies Discussion Circle, 10.30 am 

followed by Talmud Shiur at 11.00 am

Malcolm Green
Catering

The selection of your menu is an important part in the 
planning of your Simcha. For that reason our Chefs continue 
to create exciting and tasty menus to meet your every need. 

We can tailor a menu to fit your specific requirements 
and help create the function you will be proud of. Let us 

introduce you to a cuisine that has made us one of Israel’s 
leading Caterers & the world’s foremost glatt kosher 

destination wedding specialist.
Join us for our glatt kosher June/July tour of “Mystical Ireland” 

KOSHER CATERING AT ITS BEST

Contact Malcolm on 0203 393 6823
 koshercaterer@yahoo.co.uk

www.kosherservicesworldwide.com
www.kosherexperiences.co.il

UNDER SUPERVISION KASHRUT DIVISION  
OF THE LONDON BETH DIN 

(For functions in the U.K.)

“You’ve eaten the food now read the blog”
 www.koshersericesworldwide/blog/
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Tishah B’Av – A day to remember our 
suffering – and the suffering of others?
by Rabbi Elizabeth Tikvah Sarah

This year, Tishah B’Av, the day which commemorates destruction 
of the first and second Temples, falls on August 9th – the 
anniversary of the atomic bombing of the Japanese city of 
Nagasaki in 1945, which, finally, precipitated the end of World 
War II.

The Americans dropped the first atomic bomb on the Japanese 
city of Hiroshima three days earlier on August 6th. As we are 
aware, those bombings caused destruction on a completely 
unprecedented scale – as well as hundreds of thousands of 
deaths. In addition, the survivors, not only suffered terrible 
injuries, but also fell victim to the toxic effects of radiation, 
which then continued to blight the lives of their children and 
grandchildren… 

The Japanese people will be marking those devastating events, 
both in the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and throughout 
Japan. And no doubt, this year the commemorations will have an 
added poignancy, following the tsunamis in north-eastern Japan 
in February, and the subsequent nuclear fallout at the nuclear 
plants that were damaged by the tsunamis. But surely, in the 
global nuclear age, which began with the atomic bombings of 

 

August 6th and 9th 1945, shouldn’t all the peoples of the world 
be observing these anniversaries?

And what about us? Having endured more catastrophes than any 
other people, we might feel that the immensity of our suffering 
leaves little room for the suffering of another people. On the other 
hand, we might argue that it is because we have endured so 
much pain that we are able to feel more keenly the pain of others. 
Certainly, the Torah urges us to draw on our own experience to 
reach out to others in distress: ‘You shall not oppress a stranger; 
you know the nefesh – the inner being – of the stranger, seeing 
you were strangers the land of Egypt’ (Exodus 23:9). Of course, 
we must remember our own particular history of churban – 
destruction – but does that mean we should remain exclusively 
preoccupied with our own suffering? 

Significantly, a global century of destruction was ushered in 
around Tishah B’Av, with the outbreak of the First World War in 
late July /early August 1914. And so, it seems that Tishah B’Av 
has become an appropriate day to commemorate, both, our 
people’s long history of suffering, and momentous devastating 
events in the life of humanity – not least, during the 20th century. 
The service which BHPS will be holding at 8pm on Erev Tishah 
B’Av (08.08) will include both these aspects of remembrance. All 
are welcome to attend.

Our Life is a Cabaret
by Sarah Winstone

On Saturday 2nd July we held our annual cabaret, which gave 
great enjoyment to over 80 people. With 15 different acts of all 
ages we enjoyed watching singers, instrumentalists and even a 
play by the children of our Religion School. 

We heard classical opera and West End show music. Harry Atkins 
performed a scene from “Joseph” with our young performers and 
Anne Carr did a fantastic job as compere.  For the finale, our own 
talented young musician Joshua Winstone had written a song all 
about our synagogue called “Our BHPS” which reminded us that 
we are about to begin the first phase of the major redevelopment 
of our building. It was very inspiring and emotional to see all the 
performers singing along to this while Joshua played the piano. 

With a standing ovation at the end everyone had the most 
fantastic time.  Keep a watch for details of our next performance!

Project Going Places
Brighton & Hove Progressive Synagogue is delighted to have 
exchanged contracts (completion 24 October) on the sale of 
the rear section of their building (Archie Fay House) to a private 
buyer.

The capital raised from the sale will help fund the redevelopment 
of a fully accessible, energy-efficient, attractive synagogue for our 
growing membership, and provide a progressive Jewish cultural 
focus for Sussex and the south coast.  The work is expected to 
take a year. 

Shabbat morning and festival services and cheder will be held 
at Ralli Hall courtesy of the Board, to whom we are extremely 
grateful.  Shabbat evening services will be held in members’ 
homes.  Details of the rebuilding and all other activities will be 
posted on our website at www.brightonandhoveprosynagogue.
org.uk.

BHPS
Rabbi Elizabeth Tikvah Sarah
Brighton & Hove Progressive Synagogue, 6 Lansdowne Road, Hove BN3 1FF 
Tel: 01273 737223 Email: bhps@freenetname.co.uk
www.brightonandhoveprosynagogue.org.uk

Forthcoming Events 
Pimms on the Prom
Sunday 28th August at 6 pm - Norma Waring is opening her beach hut for a 
Pimms evening. There will be Pimms, soft drinks and snacks. The hut is at the 
bottom of Hove Street South. Do come and meet old friends and make new 
friends beside the seaside.  Donation £5. For further details ring the synagogue 
office.  01273 737223

High Holyday Tickets
Non-member tickets for High Holyday services cost £50 and are available 
from the synagogue office. Students and members of other Liberal and Reform 
synagogues are free, but for security purposes please contact the office. 
Members of other local synagogues are welcome to visit us on production of 
their synagogue High Holyday tickets.

Erratum 
Last issue, Rabbi Sarah’s article contained an inadvertent reprint of the first line 
from another article the previous month.  Her article should have begun with the 
words “I had a dream in the early hours of the morning...”
The Editorial Board apologises for this error.
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BHRS
Rabbi Charles Wallach
Brighton & Hove Reform Synagogue 
Palmeira Avenue, Hove BN3 3GE    Tel: 01273 735343
Email: office@bh-rs.org www.bh-rs.org

A busy summer
by Rabbi Charles Wallach

Whilst normally quiet, this summer at BHRS seems to be 
amongst the busiest times.  For adults, a Quiz has been 
organised for 7th August. These are always very popular 
occasions and if you wish to spend a summer Sunday 
evening in this delectable way, bookings will still happily be 
taken.  

At the children’s level we have seen much activity over the 
last few weekends of the Cheder year.  On 18 June we 
celebrated the bar mitzvah of Archie Charach.  Archie did 
himself really proud on the day, and it was lovely to see him 
and his family the following week among the party of over 
thirty that gathered at the Jewish Museum in Camden.  

The renewed museum is a sight to behold and includes a 
programme geared to the youth.  Our youngsters had a ball 
dressing up in costumes, using the equipment in vogue a 
century or so ago, and participating in a “hands on” learning 
experience.  The families then enjoyed a picnic in nearby 
Regent’s Park, taking advantage of a pleasant change in 
the weather.  The outing was a huge success, and thanks 
are due in particular to Melanie Firsht, Chair of the Parents’ 
Committee and to the staff at the museum.

The first weekend in July saw a formal end to the Cheder 
year.  On the Friday evening a Shabbat Eve dinner, held in 

our AJEX Hall, was enjoyed by many.  This was followed by 
the Shabbat Eve service, which was geared to the children.  
Then, on the Sunday, we held our annual prize giving.  Each 
of the 37 children who have attended this school year 
received a certificate, whilst ten of them were presented with 
further awards.  I am delighted to say that most of these had 
been donated by members of the congregation.  In addition, 
special thanks were expressed to the teachers and trainees 
and helpers, to Melanie Firsht as Chair of the Parents and 
to Laura Topper, who co-ordinates our once a month Kids’ 
Club.  Particular thanks were given to Barbara Blume who has 
retired after teaching both children and adults for 40 years, 33 
in our congregation.  Following the prize giving, the families 
moved across to nearby St. Anne’s Well Gardens for a lovely 
“picnic in the park”.

In late August we will be celebrating five successive 
Shabbatot with our bnei mitzvah Noah Williams, Lauren 
Gardner, James Seltzer, Ariel LeRoy and Sophie Lincoln.  
As is our wont, we offer our youngsters encouragement by 
allowing them to participate in the Shabbat services.  This has 
been a great success in helping them become familiar with 
the service and its rituals, and will undoubtedly help them 
for their own big day.  In wishing them mazel tov, we salute 
them and their families – and hope of course that the sense of 
camaraderie that has developed amongst them will remain.  

Cheder goes to Jewish Museum
by Oliver Harris 
On Sunday 26 June twelve children from Cheder went 
accompanied by parents, grandparents, teachers, Rabbi, 
and others all the way to London to go to the Jewish 
Museum. Upon arrival David Jacobs from MRJ led us to the 
museum and, from there, to a room where Judith Vanderveld 
introduced us to the museum.  This was a first visit for 
everyone.  

It was such an impressive experience for adults and children.  
Judith conducted a great workshop including performances 
by the children at the end, so good in fact, that many of the 
parents simply stayed with the workshop!  Just as the visit 
finished there was a local power cut and for security reasons 
the Museum had to close.  But we happily adjourned to 
Regents Park and enjoyed a picnic in the sunshine. It was all 
a great success.  Everyone would like to make a return visit.  

Bulletin Board for August 2011 
Wednesdays JACS, 2.00 pm, AJEX Hall
Tuesday 2 Discussion Group, 12.30 pm
Saturday 6 Rabbi’s Shiur, 9.00 am
Sunday 7  Function Committee Quiz Supper, 7.00 pm
Sunday 21 Helping Hands Tea, 2.30 pm, AJEX Hall

BHRS QUIZ NIGHT
including Israeli supper

Sunday 7 August 2011 7.00 pm

£10 per person, 10% discount for 
tables of 6 or more

Please call the Shul office for 
tickets

Presented by the Brighton & Hove 
Reform Synagogue Functions 

Committee
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What’s on: August/September 2011  
Website: www.sussexjewishrepresentativecouncil.org
Email: info@sussexjewishrepresentativecouncil.org

SHABBAT SHALOM – BRIGHTON TIMES
In    Light Candles Out  Havdalah
Fri 5 August   8.23 pm  Sat 6  9.38 pm
Fri 12    8.11 pm  Sat 9  9.23 pm
Fri 19    7.57 pm  Sat 20  9.07 pm
Fri 26    7.43 pm  Sat 27  8.51 pm

Fri 2 September   7.28 pm  Sat 3  8.35 pm
Fri 9     7.12 pm  Sat 10  8.18 pm
Fri 16    6.56 pm  Sat 17  8.02 pm
Fri 23    6.41 pm  Sat 24  7.45 pm

SPECIAL DATES
Tuesday 9    Tisha b’Av

REGULAR ACTIVITIES
Sundays

Carmel Tennis Club ¢  10.00 am-12.00 noon. Weekly. 
All levels welcome. Tel: Leon on 07717 222744

Mondays

The Ethics of our Fathers ¢  with Rabbi Efune 11.30-
12.30 pm Chabad House, 15 Upper Drive, Hove.  
Tel: 01273 321919

Afternoon Club ¢  with tea 1.30 pm. Tel: Reba 01444 
410435

Rubber and Duplicate Bridge ¢  1.30-4.30 pm £2.00. 
Tel: Reba 01444 410435 

Contemporary Basic Talmud  ¢  with Rabbi Efune  - Men 
only 8.15 pm at Chabad House 01273 321919

Tanya (Kabbalah) Learning Group   ¢ with Penina Efune  
- Ladies only 8.15 pm at Chabad House 01273 
321919

Tuesdays

Ralli Hall Lunch and Social Club ¢ , 10.30 am-4.30 pm 
Tel: Jacqueline 01273 739999 Weekly RH

Art in the studio with Martin  ¢  2.00-4.30 pm RH

Israeli Dancing  ¢  7.45 pm-9.45 pm Tel: Jacky 01273 
688538 RH

Wednesdays

Art in the studio with Martin  ¢  2.00-4.30 pm RH

JACS  ¢  at the AJEX Centre 2.00 pm, Eaton Road, 
Hove - £2.00 members/£2.50 non-members.  

Thursdays

Ralli Hall Lunch and Social Club ¢ , 10.30 am-4.30 pm. 
Weekly Tel: Jacqueline 01273 739999 RH

Weekly Torah portion  ¢ with Rabbi Efune 8.15 pm at 
Chabad House. 01273 321919. 

EVENTS FOR AUGUST
J:Tots ¢  – for parents, toddlers, grandparents and carers - is held monthly at Ralli 
Hall.For information regarding the next session, please e-mail Rachel at jtots@
rocketmail.com or ring 01273 204334.
Chutzpah Singers  ¢ on holiday until September 
Jewish Arts Society  ¢ on holiday until 14 September 
 
Saturday 13 
Concert with Polina & Merlin Shepherd  ¢ – 3.00 – 6.00 pm, MS Centre, Southwick, 
£7.50 to include refreshments.  Chutzpah Singers singing in second half. 
Tickets must be booked in advance £7.50 from 01273 400914/01273 592284. 
 
Monday 15
SARID (Brighton Group)  ¢ – Shirley Huberman. 10.45 am A film presentation of 
“The Boys”. In tribute to the late Alfred Huberman, one of “The Boys” Tea 
Coffee and light refreshments. Donation £1.50. RH Tel: Fausta Shelton 01273 
734648. 
 
Wednesday 17 
JACS –  ¢ Hat Debate.  
 
Sunday 21
  ¢ Helping Hands Tea – 2.30 pm AJEX Hall 
 
Sunday 28th
Pimms on the Prom  ¢ – (Norma Waring’s beach hut, bottom of Hove Street) 6.00 
pm. Donation £5. 

EVENTS FOR SEPTEMBER  
     Wednesday 7 

JACS –  ¢ Guest Speaker Heather Woodward “Igtham Mote: Life Upstairs 
Downstairs”.  
 
Saturday 10
  ¢ Mikveh Moonlight Walk – for ladies only along Hove Promenade. For more 
details and Registration/Sponsorship Form contact Penina 01273 321919 or 
mrsefune@hotmail.com 
 
Wednesday 14 
JACS  ¢ – Guest Speaker Karen Antoni  
 
Sunday 18 
Sussex Jewish Film Club at Ralli Hall  ¢ – ’Leon the Pig Farmer’ 7.00 for 7.30 pm 
 
Monday 19 
SARID (Brighton Group)  ¢ – Rob Lowe. 10.45am A musical presentation on 
Gilbert and Sullivan. Tea Coffee and light refreshments. Donation £1.50.RH 
Tel: Fausta Shelton 01273 734648. 
 
Wednesday 21 
  ¢ JACS – by popular demand, video presentation ‘That’s Entertainment’ Part 2 
 
Wednesday 28 
JACS  ¢ – no meeting, Erev Rosh Hashana 
 
Advance Notice:  JACS Winter Holiday Break in Eastbourne, 4-8 December. 
Enquires to Hon. Secretary Janice Greenwood  01273 772812

Grodzinki’s challot and 
rye bread are available 

from Premier Convenience 
Stores in Hove Street 

every Thursday morning 
until supplies run out.  

COMMUNITY EVENTS – 
 IMPORTANT REMINDER

Contact the Communal Diary before 
planning your events! Email: info@

sussexjewishrepresentativecouncil.org


